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Rand note: rand continues to run around R14.70/USD, as risk-off subsides somewhat
in global financial markets with an increased chance that QE tapering could be pushed
out to December
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•

The rand has seen some strength last week on the potential reprieve to EM currencies
from a later tapering in US monthly asset purchases, as markets continued to digest the
weak outcome of US jobs market data with resultant US dollar weakness.

•

Recent FOMC communication on a gradual tapering was also supportive, as was the
underscoring of still distant US interest rate hikes in the release of its last meeting minutes,
with more stringent requirements for hikes then for the start of tapering.

•

Indeed, the rand strengthened to R14.60/USD early today, currently averaging
R14.91/USD for the first two weeks of Q4.21, but has room for further strength, particularly
this month and next, with the first and last quarters also typically seasonally strong for the
rand.

•

Markets will still keep a close eye on US economic data releases, and the rand is at risk
of weakness in particular on signs of a marked strength in the US jobs market data, as
expectations have begun to see some shift from a November to a December tapering.

•

Additionally, the PBOC (China’s Central Bank or the Peoples Bank of China), is reported
to have said that Evergrande’s (the Chinese property developer giant) risks to the financial
system are “controllable”, and so not expected to spread, calming international markets.

•

So too, another risk driver at the end of September, the unresolved fiscal cliff at that point,
has seen a reprieve to December, with markets shrugging off some risk concerns in the
interim (QE tapering may well only occur in December).

•

The rand has found resistance at R14.60/USD, and likely this will remain a key resistance
level for the currency, as markets temporarily make use of the unexpected (to a
number) bout of strength in the domestic currency for some sell-orders.

•

The rand could see some further attempts at the R14.60/USD resistance level this month
and in November, if risk aversion remains moderate, and indeed subdues further in what
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can be a quiet period, particularly if market views for a December taper firm over this
month.
•

US inflation will remain of concern, although FOMC members’ continue to highlight that
“there would likely be sustained downward pressure on inflation in the years ahead”, and
the domestic currency will remain volatile, but potentially have a strengthening bias this
month.
Please scroll down to the second section below
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•

That is, the Fed’s monetary policy committee’s members expect inflation to slow materially
back to the 2.0% mark, through the course of next year allowing potentially for a hike in
the Fed funds target rate, but particularly by 2023, when all members see higher interest
rates.

•

Q2.22 will see disinflationary forces exerted from the wearing out of the base effects which
have elevated inflation globally and in the US this year from Q2.21, given the collapse in
inflation from Q2.20 to Q1.21 on the pandemic effects.

•

QE tapering is expected to see some reduction in inflationary forces, as would a further
easing in commodity prices. However, the dislocation of supply chains, and in particular
shortage of transport facilities for goods globally will likely keep exerting inflationary
pressures next year.

•

That is, shortages of container ships, as well as reported staff shortages, backlogs in
transportation and delays in obtaining inputs will be exacerbated by a lift in demand, even
moderate acceleration in economic growth, with this expected to take place next year.

•

However, inventory rundowns are exacerbating the situation, and will not be resolved soon
as economies are expected to continue growing, and now fall into contractions in demand.
Consequent increases in fixed investment also has short-term inflationary
consequences.

•

As noted previously, US fiscal stimulation will add to inflationary pressures, providing an
uncoordinated response on the withdrawal of its very accommodative monetary policy
stance. Indeed, markets remain particularly concerned about inflationary pressures.

•

The continued rise in the oil price in particular is causing some near-term concerns, with
Brent close to US$86/bbl today, US$12/bbl up on a month ago, and in rand terms at
R1 266/bbl, versus R1 093/bbl a month ago, which will push up inflation in November.

•

The most recent update on movements in the components in the fuel price shows an
increase in petrol prices of around R1/litre for South Africa. Oil importers in general will
see upwards inflationary pressures from the recent high oil price moves.
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•

The rand has moved to R14.74/USD this afternoon so far, from close to R14.60/USD, and
will remain volatile on sentiment over tapering, global inflation and indeed over the
likelihood of interest rate hikes in SA.
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